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In January–June 2017 overseas sales 
of Fever-Tree soft drinks rose by 
64% in Europe, 43% in the USA and 

45% in the rest of the world. This was a 
continuation of a 10-year period of success 
for the British company.

Everything Fever-Tree sells overseas is 
exactly the same as the products it makes 
in and for the UK. In other words, Fever-
Tree follows an ethnocentric approach 
to marketing strategy: trusting that what 
works in the UK will work everywhere. Its 
2017 figures showed that overseas sales 
are 53% of the total, so the ethnocentric 
approach seems to be working (Table 1).

Ethnocentric strategy
Why would an ethnocentric approach ever 
work? One possibility is that foreign buyers 

may want to buy ‘Britishness’ – perhaps not 
in the case of wine or cheese, but certainly 
with biscuits, chocolates, baby foods and 
soft drinks. If the Union Flag adds value 
to a packet of Hobnobs, then ethnocentric 

marketing makes sense. Companies 
from other countries, such as German car 
manufacturers, have achieved the same. 
Many American products have become world-
beaters by emphasising their national roots. 

Ethnocentric, geocentric and polycentric marketing are important concepts, and 
should prove valuable when answering high-mark exam questions on globalisation

Ethnocentric, 
geocentric and 
polycentric

Ethnocentric, 
Global marketing

understanding markets

Table 1 Ethnocentric marketing

Product Outcome

Songs by Ed Sheeran and 
Adele

English songs marketed globally in English, with huge success

Fever-Tree and Fentimans 
‘posh’ soft drinks

The British identity seems to add ‘class’ to the products

Mercedes E-Class Designed for the awesome speeds on German autobahnen 
(motorways with no speed limit), this model is a hit worldwide, 
even in the many countries where the top speeds are impossible 
to achieve

Chanel No 5 perfume Launched in the 1920s, this top-selling global brand is French chic 
in a bottle. Annual sales of Chanel No 5 exceed £2 billion
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Another reason why an ethnocentric 
approach might succeed is because of the 
value some customers place in authenticity. 
In other words, it may not matter which 
country a product comes from as long as 
it’s part of an authentic national tradition. 
A supposedly Icelandic yogurt called Skyr 
has been marketed successfully in the UK 
in recent years — the advertising makes a 
lot of the cold ‘naturalness’ of Iceland. 

Even though ethnocentric methods 
can work, sometimes they are used simply 
because of laziness. Since its launch in 
1994, Toyota’s RAV4 sports utility vehicle 
has sold 7.5 million units in America and 
across the developing world. It was never 
targeted at the Japanese (home) market, 
and has never been a big seller in Japan. 
But 7.5 million units makes this one of the 
most successful vehicles ever.

In contrast, UK car manufacturers 
of the time simply tried to sell their 
UK-focused cars overseas. Their failure 
to design for other markets stif led 
their sales. Ethnocentric approaches to 
global marketing may make sense, or 
they may reflect a failure to seize new 
opportunities overseas.

Geocentric strategy
A geocentric strategy implies a product 
designed as a global brand and marketed 
in that way (Table 2). Coca-Cola might 
be thought of as following a geocentric 
marketing strategy, even though it was 
originally an American fizzy drink. A 
better example might be the iPhone  X. 
It was created in California but has 
unquestionably been designed with 
the world’s fashion-focused wealthy in 
mind. Another good example is Sony’s 
Playstation 4, which focused on global 
opportunities, not the Japanese love of 
mobile machines.

From product conception and design, 
geocentric marketing takes over in its 

targeting. Burberry has recently announced 
a new strategy in which it will cut back on 
mid-priced products and withdraw from 
retail outlets such as department stores. 
Instead it will focus its business on the 
super-luxury end of the market, mainly 
through its own retail and e-commerce 
outlets. This enables it to control the 
way its products are displayed and sold 
— and have an undiluted focus on the 
world’s super-rich.

A geocentric strategy is quite easy to 
construct if you’re targeting the world’s 
wealthy elite. They tend to travel a lot and 
see the same posh brands in airport duty-
free stores — they know their Burberry 
from their Ferragamo.

Polycentric strategy
It is much harder is to have a successful 
geocentric (i.e. global) strategy in the mass 
market. McDonald’s is one of the world’s 
great global brands, but it has to design 
menus and market itself in different ways 
in different countries. In its early days in 
India (where beef cannot be on the menu), 
McDonald’s introduced the Aloo Tikki 
burger (mashed potato, peas and spices) 
for 20p. Today the Chicken Maharaja Mac 
is the equivalent of the Big Mac. 

McDonald’s today has a broadly 
geocentric approach to some promotional 
elements of its marketing (Ronald 
McDonald and the broad family-focused 
image) but balanced with localised, 
polycentric pricing and products. 

‘Poly’ means many, so polycentric 
marketing is a ‘many-centred’ strategy. In 
other words it is based on glocalisation 
— local adaptations of global brands, 
or the design of specific brands to meet 
local needs (Table 3). This is easiest to do 
with service businesses, because there is 
no centralised factory manager wanting 
to churn out lots of identical products (as 
in the case of Snickers). So a polycentric 
approach can be expected by a company 

Table 2 Geocentric marketing

Product Outcome

iPhone X Targeting the world’s rich, fashion-conscious and tech-savvy 

Range Rover Evoque Designed as much for China as the UK, with a view of a global 
niche for an upmarket, more feminine 4×4 for the family

Maybelline Baby Lips 
lip balm

This is a worldwide smash for brand-owner L’Oreal. The version 
sold in India and Pakistan looks no different from in the UK or USA

Snickers (made by Mars) The world’s top-selling chocolate bar (over $3 billion a year) uses 
the same slogan everywhere: ‘You’re not you when you’re hungry’

Kellogg’s Frosties They’re ‘G-R-R-R-E-A-T’ in every language

Apple uses a geocentric strategy to market the iPhone worldwide
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such as Clifford Chance, a UK law firm 
that operates in 26 countries. Each 
local operation needs to be set up in 
alignment with that country’s laws, with 
multinational clients wanting the local 
expertise of the different branches. The 
same is true of the world’s biggest human 
resources and recruitment business, 
Adecco, which operates in 60 countries.

It is harder to find examples of 
manufacturers with a polycentric 
approach. Economies of scale make this 
a difficult proposition. Glocalisation can 
only be achieved by smaller-scale, more 
labour-intensive production. It is therefore 
only feasible in businesses where gross 
profit margins are high enough to absorb 
this relative inefficiency. This could be true 

in the market for cosmetics, where ‘colour 
cosmetics’ offer huge product ranges for 
different skin colours and types. Or in 
the market for luxury yachts, which are 
customised to match local tastes.

Which is the best?
Clearly, if you could churn out millions 
upon million of Snickers bars daily from 
one or two factories (enjoying staggering 
purchasing and technical economies 
of scale), you’d be delighted. Both 
ethnocentric and geocentric strategies 
offer this same operational possibility. 
From a marketing point of view, as 
well, either can be done effectively and 
reasonably cost-effectively, e.g. using one 
central advertising agency working with 

the client’s central marketing department. 
For example, Chanel head office in Paris 
will effectively control all the worldwide 
marketing for Chanel No 5 perfume. 

By contrast, polycentric marketing 
requires a diffuse control structure based 
on empowering marketing teams in each 
country. Marketing McDonald’s in India 
requires a management team and a locally 
employed advertising agency. This is 
more expensive and — more importantly, 
perhaps — means far less central control. 
So the McDonald’s brand may end up 
slightly more or less upmarket in different 
countries. Does that matter? Only if the 
central management team hopes to offer 
a worldwide corporate promotional 
message in future.

For money-making, the best possible 
outcome is a geocentric approach, followed 
by a well-crafted ethnocentric one. 
Polycentric marketing can be successful 
and profitable, but it would never be a 
manufacturer’s preference.  

Ian Marcousé is the founding editor of 
BUSINESS REVIEW and the author of Hodder 
Education textbooks for AQA and 
Edexcel AS and A-level business.

Table 3 Polycentric marketing

Product Outcome

McDonald’s Successful worldwide, from the Big Mac to the Chicken Maharaja 
Mac  

Flightbooker travel 
agency

Local holiday and flight needs can be adapted to local tastes

JCB construction vehicles Built in Staffordshire but adapted locally to the needs of Indian or 
Russian building sites

Walmart Asda in the UK and Walmart in China are both quite different from 
the American parent’s stores

Construction vehicles can be adapted to suit local needs
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Responsible 
business?

 in brief

The end of packaging?

The use of packaging, and plastic in particular, has become a 
pertinent issue within the UK and around the world. Businesses 
are facing increasing criticism over excessive packaging and the 
damage that it has done to the environment. BBC documentary 
Blue Planet II highlighted the impact that plastic packaging is 
having on marine life and the food chain.

The UK government recently pledged to reduce plastic 
consumption over the next 25 years through a variety of means 
such as the extension of a 5p charge for plastic bags, greater 
funding for plastics innovation and helping developing nations 
reduce plastic waste via UK aid. While these plans are laudable, 
many people suggest that they have come too late or are simply a 
reaction to the recently imposed ban in China on importing waste 
from the UK and other countries.

In terms of Elkington’s triple bottom line, the likelihood is 
that many manufacturers and retailers will need to change the 
way that they operate to take into consideration the long-term 
impact of excessive packaging. Supermarkets may have plastic-
free aisles, containing products without any packaging. One of 
the firms embracing the move is Iceland, which has vowed to go 
completely plastic free with the packaging of its own-brand labels 
within 5 years.

OKA and Investindustrial
Investindustrial, owner of Aston Martin, has further diversified 
with the acquisition of the upmarket furniture company OKA. 
The business has been purchased for £40 million and the idea is 
to expand the operations into America and further develop the 
online sales of the company.

OKA started in 1999 as a mail-order business but has now 
grown to 14 shops in high-end locations within the UK. The 
company aims its products at the premium niche sector of the 
furniture market and trades on its association with customers 
such as Naomi Campbell and Eddie Redmayne. Investindustrial 
has looked to build up a portfolio of prestige brands and is 
currently planning to sell the Aston Martin brand, having sold 
off its stake in Ducati. It is currently in negotiations to buy 
the Body Shop after L’Oréal announced that it is to sell the 
ethical beauty brand.

As a holding company, Investindustrial is on a much smaller 
scale than global conglomerates such as Unilever and Proctor & 
Gamble, but is a great example of how businesses look to minimise 
risk by spreading their investments over a wide range of enterprises.

Mothercare
Mothercare shares fell to an all-time low after a poor trading 
period over Christmas 2017. Once the go-to retailer for customers 

with young children, the firm’s market share has fallen as it faces 
increased competition from the major supermarkets. Mothercare 
took the decision to maintain prices in the run up to Christmas, 
while its competitors started to discount significantly earlier. This 
left the business with excess stock that it needed to shift at lower 
prices and lower profit margins.

The company has looked to retrench significantly within the 
UK, as it has already shut down 100 stores and is now down 
to fewer than 150 outlets, with plans to shut a further 10–15 
shops a year for the next 4 years. The partnership with the 
Early Learning Centre in certain locations has helped the firm 
stabilise somewhat, but like-for-like sales are down over 6% on 
previous years. While the firm still enjoys a decent reputation 
in international markets, where the expat community is keen 
on traditional and established stores, it remains to be seen if the 
company can continue to survive in an ever more challenging 
retail environment.

Ford goes electric
Ford is the latest car manufacturer to outline ambitious plans 
to produce more electric vehicles. It will invest £8 billion over 
the next 5 years (compared to Volkswagen, which has pledged 
over £35 billion in the same period), which shows the level of 
investment into research and development required by the major 
car manufacturers to retain market share in such a competitive 
industry. Major car models normally have a product life cycle 
of 6–7 years, with minor adjustments being made on an annual 
basis to refresh the brand offerings. The move to hybrid and 
electric vehicles is being driven by a greater focus on corporate 
social responsibility by all major car manufacturers, who are 
perhaps keen to emulate Tesla and offer more environmentally 
friendly and less polluting cars. Along with GM, VW and Toyota, 
Ford realises the direction that the market is moving in. Its initial 
investment aims to ‘electrify’ existing models as well as develop 
new cars. The electric car market still only consists of 1% of the 
total market, but in terms of the Boston matrix it is definitely a 
problem child worth investing in.
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T he move to linear exams happened relatively recently. 
Examiners, teachers and students are all still getting to grips 
with the system. Previously at this time in the exam cycle, 

most year 13 students had already completed most of their modules 
and were simply facing one more modular exam, plus one or two 
retake units to try and further boost their overall grade. This made 
predictions and expectations so much easier, as with January results 
in the bag it was simple to conduct a ‘what-if ’ analysis of the 
likely overall result for individual students. But the exam world has 
changed, and this presents both threats and opportunities.

On the negative side, the overall result can be hugely impacted 
by just one below-par performance on a paper. Misreading one 
or two questions could lead to many lost marks and missing out 
on the next grade boundary. Also, having to learn and retain 
information from the whole specification is more challenging and 
difficult. This, together with the increased level of new theories 
and frameworks, means that factual recall must be achieved over 
a much longer time frame.

On the positive side, prior performance and previous results 
are less significant. You might have struggled through the 
first 18 months of the course and then with a sustained final 

 exam insights

What are some of the key things that you should be 
doing in preparation for the upcoming exams?

push be able to still pull out an A* grade, leaving your teachers 
scratching their heads. 

Best revision practice
The question I get asked most frequently as exams approach is: 
‘What is the best way to revise?’

The answer to this is not straightforward or simple. The 
standard response is that every student has a preferred learning 
style and they should choose whatever method works best for 
them. To my mind, this is a cop-out. I personally believe that 
there is a correct way to revise.

Start with the specification
The starting point must be the specification itself. The exams are 
always based on these — it is simply not allowed to ask anything 
that has not been explicitly covered in the spec. Therefore you 
should be looking to create a checklist based on the specification 
itself. Make sure you look at not just the content section but also 
the additional information that is next to the specific headings. 
This is extremely valuable and should help highlight the areas 
that you are less confident on.

What is the 
best way 
to revise?
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You need to utilise this information wisely. Too many students 
start their revision by concentrating on what they are good at, 
and leave the more challenging areas to the end. There is a phrase 
which I use called ‘eat the frog’. It basically means, start with the 
task that you are least looking forward to. Once this has been 
completed, the rest of what follows will be far more palatable. 

You need to feel comfortable with the specification, and this is 
likely to take time, so it is vital that you start early. The likelihood 
is that you will have covered the course in lessons by March, 
however this does not mean that your revision only starts then. 
There is a direct correlation between revisiting the work covered 
throughout the 2 years at regular intervals and performance in 
the exam hall. That is not to say the last-minute merchants cannot 
turn it around, but it is much harder to do.

Use past papers
In my view, the best way to revise is to practise past-paper 
questions and get a sense of timing and the particular challenges 
of individual exams. Table 1 covers the format of the AQA papers 
and what each one includes. It is only by practising the type of 
questions that are likely to come up that you will be able to deliver 
on the day. By this stage, you will have likely seen all the previous 
papers and specimen papers, but we are lucky as a subject to have 
so many external providers of resources that you can make use of. 
Try and attempt as many papers as possible and become confident 
with the style of questions and the trigger words.

Unpicking the precise wording of the question is crucial. 
Review previous examiner reports and you will see that the 
common trap is for students to misinterpret a question and 
therefore produce a decent response to a different question from 
the one set. It is going to be crucial that you do not make this 
mistake within the exam hall, so mitigate against it by using it as 
part of your revision process.

Focus on the longer questions
Within the exam room it is vital that you build in planning 
time — especially for the longer questions. The issue of timing 
and approach to exams is something that I feel too few students 
consider carefully enough.

With 300 marks available over the 3 papers, you need to be 
aware that if you score 200+ you have probably secured enough 
marks to achieve an A grade. Therefore, do you really need to 
spend time agonising over a particularly challenging multiple-
choice question for 1 mark, or would you be better off giving 
yourself more time to produce a more detailed essay?

The exams are laid out with the lower-mark questions at the 
start (Table 1), before building up to the higher-mark questions 
at the end. The idea behind this is for students to gain confidence 
and work their way into the paper, with certain questions 
building on the one before. However, there is nothing to stop 
you answering the questions in any order you wish, and I would 
encourage you to play with the system and maybe answer the later 
questions first.

Each year we witness students who have simply run out of 
time, and by starting from the beginning they have thrown away 
a greater amount of marks. I believe that you should always read 
the whole paper before starting any of your answers. It helps give 
you an overview and also hopefully allows you to spot potentially 

Get practice questions based on BUSINESS REVIEW articles 
and a podcast on �ve ways to improve your grade at  
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/businessreviewextras

BusinessReviewExtras

Table 1 Overview of AQA business exams

Paper 1 15 multiple-choice questions

12 short data/explain questions

Two 9-mark analysis questions

Two 25-mark essay questions 

Total 100 marks

Paper 2 Three compulsory case studies
Each case study will have: one short data/explain question; 
one 9-mark analysis question; one 16- or 20-mark 
evaluation question, with one focusing on all businesses

Total 100 marks

Paper 3 One compulsory case study

Two 12-mark analysis questions

Two 16-mark evaluation questions

One 20-mark evaluation question

One 24-mark evaluation question focusing on all 
businesses

Total 100 marks

great questions vs more challenging ones. You can then start the 
exam knowing that there are some lovely topics that you can score 
really highly on and some that you are going to have work to pick 
up marks on or, more controversially, potentially leave out. I am 
always of the belief that missing out one 5- or 9-mark question 
completely is better than running out of time on a 25-marker. 

Know your context
It is also worth noting the relative importance of context and 
application. This has been mentioned in previous issues of 
BUSINESS REVIEW. While the exam papers for AQA are case study-
based, they do have a number of questions on each paper that 
expect you to open up your response to consider the impact on all 
businesses and not just the one featured in the case study itself. 
This means that having examples that you can use within the 
context is going to be essential on these questions. BUSINESS REVIEW 
is an invaluable resource for this.

Again, to revise for this aspect, I would recommend you have a 
virtual scrapbook/glossary of examples you can use for particular 
theories and also have a favoured set of industries that will help 
you to compare and contrast with whatever the situation is in 
the exam itself.

Conclusion
Overall, you need to make sure you are prepared in terms of 
the subject content, comfortable in the nature of the questions 
and strategic in how you approach the papers. The examiners 
are looking to reward and mark positively. However, they can 
only mark what is in front of them, so make sure you are explicit 
and assured in your responses and you are focused precisely on 
the question set.
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T he John Lewis Partnership began when John Spedan Lewis 
decided in the 1920s to establish the two-store group as an 
employee partnership. Later, when he died, ownership of 

the group passed on to a trust controlled by representatives of the 
workforce. Spedan Lewis’s own father had been horrified by this 
idea, but the group flourished under this unusual structure. The 
first ten Waitrose grocery shops joined the partnership in 1937 
and today the whole partnership comprises 400 stores and sales 
of over £10 billion a year. Spedan Lewis wanted social justice, but 
also spawned a successful business model.

Strengths
The partnership benefits from strengths in market positioning 
and in its employee structure. Its financials are underpinned by 

 case study

John Lewis
SWOT analysis

the diversification provided by being the only UK retailer based 
on a grocery arm (Waitrose) plus a department store chain (John 
Lewis). In the 2009 recession, sales at many John Lewis stores 
fell by more than 10%, but Waitrose sales remained stable. Once 
Waitrose introduced its Waitrose Essentials range of better-value 
products, sales moved ahead.

Waitrose itself is perhaps the grocery chain with the best 
differentiated market position. If Aldi and Lidl sit firmly on 
the low-cost end of Porter’s strategic matrix, Waitrose is at the 
opposite end (Figure 1). It appeals to upper-middle-class shoppers 
because it seems to embody what they want: high-quality, 
organic, ethically sourced groceries, with a great range of fresh 
products from bread to cheese, meat and vegetables. Some may 
regard it as pretentious, with prices verging on greedy, but that’s 

Linear exams require an in-depth understanding of the ups and downs of major UK businesses. 
Here, Ian Marcousé provides a SWOT analysis of the UK’s biggest employee partnership
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the market positioning, and it works. Since 2010 every UK grocer 
has lost market share to Aldi and Lidl, except Waitrose. From a 
market share of 4.3% in 2010 its market share is now 5.3%. That 
1% may not sound much, but the UK grocery market is worth 
over £150 billion a year, so 1% equals £1.5 billion of sales.

John Lewis department stores are also carefully positioned 
in the market. If Selfridges is the store for those with too much 
money, Marks and Spencer is for the elderly and Debenhams and 
House of Fraser are for everyone, John Lewis shops are for the 
comfortably-off. This typically means middle class and middle 
aged. For many decades John Lewis stores came with a brilliant 
unique selling point (USP): ‘never knowingly undersold’. This 
comforts buyers that they don’t need to shop around, because 
John Lewis is checking around for them. Between 2009 and 
2017 John Lewis store numbers rose from 27 to 48. And online 
accounts for nearly 40% of John Lewis sales today, so there are 
plenty of ways to sample the John Lewis USP.

Weaknesses 
Between 2009 and 2015 the partnership embarked on an 
extraordinary strategy of growth at any cost. This involved 
opening new stores such as the Waitrose motorway service shops 
plus many on the high street. The growth was largely financed by 
debt, so gearing rose from 41% in 2008 to 63.5% in 2015. To call 
this reckless is a vast understatement. The partnership was hugely 
lucky that interest rates fell from 5% to 0.5% between mid 2008 
and March 2009, and have stayed low ever since. Nevertheless, 
when a new finance director arrived in 2015 he made it clear from 
the start that the number one financial objective was to reduce 
the debt. By 2017 gearing had been cut to 53.4%. That may not 
sound great, but it’s a serious improvement on the 2015 figure.

The board-level representatives of the partners should have 
been querying the management of the business in relation to 
debt levels and overexpansion, especially because of the damage 
the bosses were doing to the profitability of the business. This 
was highlighted in BUSINESS REVIEW in 2014, but the cost to the 
employees only really became clear in 2017.

Back in 2008, every full-time member of staff received a spring 
bonus worth 20% of annual salary. In 2017 that bonus level fell 
to 6% (Figure 2). In the meantime the two bosses responsible for 
the excess expansion (Mark, now Lord, Price and Andy Street, 
now mayor of the West Midlands) have left the business. Since 
they left, the policies of the business have made much more 
sense, with a conscious decision to pull back on expansion. If 
we compare the data on staff bonuses with the number of stores 

Lowest
cost

Highest
differentiation

Mass
market

Niche
market

Aldi and
Lidl

Tesco Waitrose

Marks and
Spencer

Iceland

Figure 1 Porter’s matrix for UK grocery
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Figure 3 Growth wasn’t working for the John Lewis Partnership
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(Figure 3), we see a negative correlation between the number of 
stores and the staff bonus level. Logic would suggest that these 
should be positively correlated.

Reinforcing the wisdom of the new management in slowing 
down the expansion, the second half of 2017 was challenging for 
both Waitrose and John Lewis. At a time when inflation was 3%, 
in the 15 weeks to 14 November 2017, John Lewis sales were up 
by just 0.7% (by value), while Waitrose was only 1.4% ahead of 
the previous year. Both were weak market performances, implying 
a need to find new, more innovative ways to appeal to their 
respective target markets.

Opportunities
In November 2017, in its weekly review of performance, Waitrose 
announced that its sales to China were up by 75% year on year. 
Since 2016 the company has been tying up deals with franchisees 
in the middle and far east. This gets Waitrose-branded goods 
distributed in upmarket supermarket chains and department 
stores. British-branded items are quite well received in Japan, but 
in China the red carpet is unfurled. The Chinese middle classes 
have doubts about the quality of home-produced food, so all 
Western products have an advantage. British tradition adds extra 
value to what may be no more than a packet of digestive biscuits.

With the UK grocery market so saturated and competitive, 
it is understandable that Waitrose felt pushed to find overseas 
markets. It may be that, in China, it has found a hugely responsive 
and — perhaps — profitable new opportunity.  
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Ian Marcousé is the founding editor of BUSINESS REVIEW and the 
author of Hodder Education textbooks for AQA and Edexcel AS 
and A-levels.

A further opportunity may exist for John Lewis. Marks and 
Spencer is struggling, and could be encouraged to exit the markets 
for clothing outerwear and for homewear. John Lewis should help 
Marks and Spencer see that its future may be confined to food 
and underwear. Specifically, John Lewis might target the relatively 
few Marks and Spencer shoppers who want fashion alongside 
comfort. A vigorous online campaign could help encourage Marks 
and Spencer executives to avoid competition from John Lewis by 
withdrawing to its own strengths of ‘food and pants’.

Threats
While gearing was over 60%, there were serious questions to be 
asked about the survival of the John Lewis Partnership. Happily 
that threat is receding rapidly.

Brexit may hit the pound further, pushing import prices up, 
which may threaten gross profit margins at both Waitrose and 
John Lewis. But the same will be true of all the partnership’s 
competitors, so it is hard to see this as an existential threat 
(a threat to the very existence of these two retail businesses). 
Happily for both retail arms, the targeting towards the middle 
class is likely to keep the tills ringing for the foreseeable future. It 
is hard to see any future government damaging the interests of the 

UK’s middle classes, so the future of Waitrose prosecco and John 
Lewis sofas looks secure. 

Conclusion
In many cases, businesses as well established as John Lewis run 
themselves. The people at the top may take out the big salary 
cheques, but they don’t do much to change the direction of 
the oil tanker they captain. In the period 2008–2015, however, 
overexpansion at John Lewis hit the interests of the staff, who 
are supposed to be the ones in control. This shows that even an 
employee-owned business can be hijacked by the interests of 
those in positions of power. It would be nice to think that the 
representatives of the staff would have the business understanding 
to know when things are being done wrong. Happily, even though 
that was not the case, the threat to the long-term security of staff 
has been removed by the new bosses and their more modest 
business objectives.
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brainteasers

Multiple-choice  
practice questions
1 Which of these is not a method to raise the motivation levels of 
a business’s workforce?
  a Making HR decisions that satisfy workers’ 

hierarchies of needs
 b Investing in suitable capital equipment
 c Targeting training needs to specific problem areas
 d Removing hygiene factors
2 Following a decision to raise price, which of the following 
effects will occur?
 a The unit contribution will fall
 b The breakeven output will fall
 c The price elasticity of demand will be higher
 d Wage costs will rise
3 A critical path network indicates the earliest start time for a 
task is 5 days after the project begins. If the task takes 3 days 
to complete and the latest finishing time of the task is 10 days, 
which of the following is true?
 a There is float time of 2 days
  b The task that follows this one cannot start until 

10 days have passed
  c If the task is completed on day 10, the overall completion 

time will be delayed
 d The manager will decide not to undertake this project
4 Which of these competitive strategies is the most appropriate 
description for a business investing heavily in establishing its 
brand among a small target segment?
 a Cost leadership
 b Cost focus
 c Differentiation leadership
 d Differentiation focus

5 In its last financial year, an online business has taken £250,000 
in revenue. At the end of the year, it had trade receivables 
amounting to £35,000. Calculate its receivables days.
 a 7.1 days
 c 51.1 days

 b 71%
 d 30 days

6 Which is the highest level of social responsibility according to 
Carroll’s pyramid?
 a Ethical
 c Philanthropic

 b Legal
 d Economic

7 Which of the following is an advantage of a narrow 
span of control?
 a Low cost of manager per worker
 b High level of empowerment for workers
 c Low capacity utilisation
 d High level of monitoring to avoid mistakes
8 Which of the following tools is used when positioning a brand 
against its competition?
 a Stakeholder mapping
 c Boston matrix

 b Market mapping
 d Product life cycle

9 If a leader moves their style of leadership from the left to the 
right on the Tannenbaum–Schmidt continuum, which of these 
actions are they likely to undertake?
 a Monitoring
 c Telling

 b Delegation
 d Making all the decisions

 10 How is a business able to grow internally?
 a Through a merger
 b Through capital investment
 c Through vertical integration
 d Through increasing its capacity utilisation
 Answers on p. 29
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I am always encouraging my students to 
read about business leaders. There are 
many good books out there on leaders 

as diverse as Phil Knight (Nike), Jeff Bezos 
(Amazon) and Jack Ma (Alibaba) and while 
they are all on the shelves of my bookcase 
at home and in the school library, the 
book that has captured the imagination 
and interest of my students the most is 
about Elon Musk. From the various TED 
videos, press cuttings and news articles 
I have looked at, he is arguably the most 
significant individual in the world of 
business right now.

From Zip2 to PayPal
Musk’s strategic vision over a wide range of 
areas is groundbreaking and revolutionary. 
He was one of the founders of PayPal, 
and had already shown entrepreneurial 
promise while at university, where he set 
up his fraternity house as a rentable bar/
party venue so that he could fund his way 
through his first degree. He then dropped 
out of Stanford University’s graduate 

programme, as he recognised that the 
internet was a growing opportunity that 
he simply had to take advantage of.

The company Musk set up, Zip2, 
specialised in selling maps and 
directories to other online businesses. 
By 1999 he had sold this venture to 
Compaq for $307 million, with his share 
amounting to $22 million. With this as 
backing, he set up an online payment 
system called X.com, which merged 
with major rival Confinity to become 
PayPal, the online payment system that 
is used by over 220 million customers 
worldwide. PayPal was acquired by eBay 
in 2002 in a $1.5 billion deal, giving 
Musk $180 million after taxes.

These deals show an individual who has 
a sense of timing and foresight that allows 
him to grow and develop his strategies. He 
is aware of the importance of economies of 
scale and having a proven track record that 
will encourage investment and finance 
to expand even further. This was also 
demonstrated with his Tesla investment.

Charging issues
The automotive industry has always 
relied on fossil fuels, and therefore has 
huge and powerful pressure groups that 
have resisted the use of more renewable 
and greener energy. For years, the major 
incumbents in the industry paid lip service 
to the notion of effective and sustainable 
products that could match the quality 
and range of existing cars that were on 
the market. This reluctance to change and 
adapt gave Musk a huge opportunity. If 
his automotive company could produce a 
rival product that could deliver the same 
driving experience as what was already 
on the market, then it could begin to 
change perceptions.

The major issue initially was the need 
to charge electric cars. This presented 
Musk with two problems, but also two 
opportunities. The success of his Tesla cars 
was intrinsically linked to not only having 
a great product, but also having access to 
a distribution network to make charging 
easy and cheap. Thus, investment into 

Elon Musk
From PayPal to Tesla
Is Elon Musk the most influential business leader of the last decade?

management and leadership
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charging stations at major service stations 
and urban destinations across the globe 
became as much a part of the marketing 
mix as the car itself.

The product
Tesla also focused on the importance of 
the product itself, as the central aspect of 
any successful marketing mix. The strategy 
that Musk highlighted from the start was 
to make not just an electric car, but the 
best possible car, with similar performance 
to rival petrol-powered products. The 
investment into research and development 
was substantial, and bankrolled by the 
accumulated wealth of Musk’s earlier 
projects. However, to go about creating 
a vehicle with no prior experience was a 
challenge that many experts scoffed at.

This is where the genius of Musk lies. 
Like many other successful entrepreneurs, 
Musk hires the best possible people and 
sells them his vision. He is not the most 
confident speaker by his own admission, 
but when he talks, people listen. He has a 
knack of making the seemingly impossible 
sound plausible and this gives investors 
the confidence to reach into their pockets 
and support his ideas.

The original Tesla car was a classic 
example of the segmentation, targeting and 
positioning (STP) model in action. Just as 
Musk had recognised the opportunity that 
the internet represented, he was also aware 

of the growing demand for electric/hybrid 
vehicles. The Toyota Prius had proven that 
environmentally conscious consumers 
were willing to pay a higher price for a 
vehicle that produced fewer emissions. 
Within this target market segment was 
an even smaller group who would be 
interested in going electric, just as long 
as they got the look and performance of a 
high-end sports car.

The first Tesla was available at a starting 
price of £75,000 and in total only 2,500 
of these cars were produced. This is a 

classic marketing strategy of selling small 
volumes at high prices and high margins. 
The market reacted incredibly favourably 
to the product itself — figures such as 
0–60 mph in 4.6 seconds, a top speed of 
125 mph and a range of nearly 250 miles 
on one charge started to sway the sceptics. 
The company also managed to sell the cars 
in a relatively large number of markets. 
The cars were shipped to 31 different 
countries and this gave the product 
uniqueness and helped to promote the 
brand on a wider global scale.

Investment into charging stations is 
a major part of Tesla’s marketing mix
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Operations and development

More importantly for Musk, these 
results proved several things. First, there 
was a demand for good-looking, high-
performance electric vehicles. Second, 
and perhaps more importantly, it proved 
to potential investors that Musk and his 
team knew what they were doing, and this 
helped to attract more funding. As the 
reputation of the cars grew, more investors 
were keen to get onboard. This helped 
the company raise much-needed finance 
to expand production of a new range of 
vehicles that were going to be produced in 
larger quantities, aimed at a wider target 
market and available at a lower price.

The increase in scale of operations was 
helped by the firm being able to pick up 
an existing car manufacturing plant (the 
former NUMMI plant) ‘on the cheap’. 
While Tesla has invested a significant 
amount on renovating and updating the 
plant to its new production methods, this 
was still much cheaper than building a 
new factory from scratch.

The Tesla Model S is more 
competitively priced than the original 
Roadster, at around £64,000. Most of the 
cars that the company makes are already 
preordered and paid for, which shows 
just how in demand they are, but also 
helps alleviate the cash flow and liquidity 

problems that many car manufacturers 
have. By 2016 the company was valued 
at over £50 billion and for a couple of 
months Tesla’s market capitalisation 
was greater than that of both General 
Motors and Ford.

The competition
By now, rival car producers had caught 
on to the fact that the market was 
changing, and they needed to react. 
Volvo announced that it would be going 
completely electric/hybrid by 2019 and 
other manufacturers started to outline 
their proposed moves in this market 
area. For Musk, this was not a cause for 
concern, but celebration. In his view, he 
had changed the world for good and got 
existing businesses to rethink the way 
they do things. He famously offered to 
give away the blueprints and designs for 
free to competitors.

While this appears altruistic beyond 
belief, it also serves as a great way to 
promote his brand with some cheap 
publicity, and also signifies confidence 
in the brand. Tesla is the number two 

electric car manufacturer in the world 
behind Chinese firm BYD, but in terms of 
revenues it is almost twice the size. 

The future
Tesla has announced further plans to 
broaden its product portfolio with a new, 
higher-end (and higher-priced) updated 
version of the Roadster alongside a new 
electric truck, which the company is 
aiming at the haulage industry. As always, 
the launch of the two new products 
featured some claims that business 
analysts are uncertain about, as Tesla is 
still yet to post an overall annual profit and 
seems to go through the cash injections it 
receives very quickly. 

Musk would reject such views as 
narrow-minded and short-termist. His 
visions are invariably about the long term. 
He is now known as much for his SpaceX 
project and his Boring Project (a complex 
set of tunnels under cities for cars) as for 
Tesla and PayPal. Whatever you think 
of him, he has changed the face of the 
car industry within the last decade, and 
for that he is an individual who deserves 
consideration and attention.

Get a revision PowerPoint on 
leadership at  
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/
businessreviewextras

BusinessReviewExtras

Phil Waterhouse is joint editor of 
BUSINESS REVIEW and head of business and 
economics at Bedford School.

Elon Musk introduces the new Roadster
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Across

1 A Handy way of doing things in an 
organisation, based on the talents of each 
individual. (6,7)

7 Bringing a new idea into reality, either by 
process or by product. (10)

8 The best way to get from the UK to China 
when on a business trip. (3) 

9 Abbreviation of chief executive officer. (3)
10 The groups at the heart of Handy’s 

task culture. (5)
11 Moving your headquarters to new 

premises, usually at considerable cost. (10)
12 The currency of the world’s third-

biggest economy. (3)
13 Initially known as original equipment 

manufacturers. (3)
15 The television channel with a dominant 

position in live UK sport. (3)
16 A tax placed on imported goods. (6)
19 This profit is calculated by deducting 

operating expenses from gross profit. (9)
20 Abbreviation for four top technology 

companies in the USA (starting 
with Facebook). (4)

21 A decision based on short-term 
opportunities or threats. (8)

Down
1 The consequence of revenue exceeding costs. (6)
2 One important way in which finite resources 

can be conserved. (7)
3 A market dominated by a few big firms. (9)
4 A factor that limits the ability of management 

to achieve its objective. (10)
5 A new strategy may only gain  when 

junior managers start believing in it. (8)
6 Setting up a website that can take orders and 

electronic payment. (1,8) 
11 The factor that gives some justification 

to an entrepreneur’s huge rewards when 
things go well. (4)

13 The initials used to name the regulator of the 
UK’s water companies. (5)

14 Measured as 1 down as a percentage of a 
company’s revenue. (6)

15 -term horizons by managers rarely 
translate into real success. (5)

17 The way to end a joint venture is to  the 
agreement (think annual minus an ‘a’). (5)

18 An application to court might yield one as a 
way to keep a former employee silent about 
company secrets. (4)

 Answers on p. 29
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 back to basics

1 Quality assurance
Providing a system that records whether each process in a production 
system is completed to the correct standard.

Example: a paperwork system records when each stage has 
been completed within a production line, and measures the 
quality standard.

Advantage: should ensure that customers get the minimum quality 
standards they were promised.

Disadvantage: risks burying a factory in paperwork/bureaucracy, 
without ensuring that quality standards are as high as possible. 

4 Image vs reality
Quality can be an image-based illusion created by marketing 
(perhaps celebrity-endorsed) or it can be rooted in customers’ actual 
experience of the build quality and reliability of the product.

Example: the iPhone X may have the best quality image, yet its glass 
front and back may be easily shattered. A different phone may be 
stronger or more reliable, but less loved.

Advantage: taking Apple as a one-off, for most businesses ‘real’ 
quality is critical, based on excellent operations and resource 
management. The quality image of cars such as BMW and Honda is 
based on customers’ real experience.

Disadvantage: it takes some brands (such as Skoda) decades to 
bring their image into line with their actual production quality.

5 Metrics
Metrics are quantitative measures used by companies to 
measure performance.

Example: customer returns per million units. Customer returns 
are common for online clothing businesses, but rare for 
manufacturers of car tyres. But this would always be an important 
quality metric.

Advantage: a business cliché is that ‘measurement is management’. 
In other words it’s only when things are measured that managers 
focus on improving the outcomes, e.g. cutting customer 
return figures.

Disadvantage: whichever metrics are used, there’s a danger that 
staff may start to ignore unmeasured factors.

2 Competitive advantage
An edge over rivals that is sustainable over the long term, such as 
Toyota’s reputation for reliability.

Example: in Africa, where a car breakdown might be a matter of life 
or death, Toyota has a market share of nearly 50% (compared with 
5% in the UK). 

Advantage: reliability and high quality rub off onto the image of a 
car, giving it a degree of added value and therefore pricing power.

Disadvantage: a sustained competitive advantage might make a 
manufacturer too production-oriented rather than market-oriented.

3 Quality control
Quality control is based on an inspection system at the end of the production line.

Example: every fourth car coming off a production line might be checked for faults. If flaws are found, 
others in the batch will also be checked. Or every finished product might be tested thoroughly.

Advantage: doesn’t require a stage-by-stage paperwork/checking system, as is used in quality assurance.

Disadvantage: if this is done poorly (or fraudulently, as in the recent case of Japan’s Kobe Steel) there is 
nothing to stop substandard products reaching customers.

Ten things you need to know about
quality management
Ian Marcousé provides a framework of ten concepts  
for your operations (resource) management revision
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6 Reliability
The endurance of the product: does it keep operating at a high level 
year after year?

Example: the annual J.D. Power survey of UK auto reliability had four 
Toyota cars in the top 10 and two Skodas.

Advantage: customers who trust the reliability of something like a 
car or a fold-up bike are likely to become repeat purchasers.

Disadvantage: Toyota has been accused of being ‘too safe’ in its 
development of technology because of its fear of losing its reliability 
badge of honour 

7 Right first time
Focusing staff on getting things right first time, i.e. no mistakes and 
therefore no rework.

Example: every glass screen for every iPhone to be fitted correctly, 
so that no time is wasted having to correct mistakes or materials 
wasted by having to throw things away and start again.

Advantage: provides huge savings in costs of labour and materials.

Disadvantage: might encourage staff to slow down a bit too much. 
The most profitable production might be more of a balance between 
accuracy and speed 

8 Services vs manufacturing
In manufacturing, ‘quality’ is purely to do with the product and therefore takes place in the factory, with no customer contact. 
In service businesses, quality is as much to do with staff attitudes (friendly, helpful etc.) as the item that is being purchased.

Example: when I buy a jumper online, all that matters to me is the quality and sizing of the delivered product. In a shop, 
I might not buy the same jumper because of an unpleasant salesperson.

Advantage: understanding this distinction helps a service business focus on the recruitment and training of pleasant people 
— and making sure they’re motivated.

Disadvantage: people working in factory production may be ignored.

9 TQM
Total quality management (TQM) involves changing the culture in an 
organisation to make everyone focus on quality as ‘at the heart of 
everything we do’.

Example: even in the staff canteen — with no customers in sight — 
quality of food and service should be excellent.    

Advantage: if a school develops a culture of quality, every student 
should feel it and experience the pride shown by staff.

Disadvantage: many managements play with ideas such as TQM, 
pretending there’s a change in culture when there are simply a few 
new metrics in place.

Ian Marcousé is the founding editor of BUSINESS REVIEW and the 
author of Hodder Education textbooks for AQA and Edexcel AS 
and A-level business.

Download this poster at  
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/businessreviewextras

BusinessReviewExtras

Ten things you need to know about
quality management
Ian Marcousé provides a framework of ten concepts  
for your operations (resource) management revision

10 Zero defects
No defects at all. For most businesses this is an aspiration rather 
than a firm target.

Example: when building key parts for passenger aircraft the 
goal of zero defects makes real sense, so the business might 
use quality assurance plus a quality control system based on 
testing every item.

Advantage: promising zero defects to a customer adds value, 
allowing higher prices to be charged.

Disadvantage: pursuing zero defects may slow down production to 
the point that it becomes uneconomical.
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Havaianas flip-flops are an international phenomenon. 
They have one of the world’s simplest designs, and yet 
they are one of the world’s most iconic fashion items. The 

first pair of Havaianas was created by Scotsman Robert Fraiser in 
1962. Since then, the company has taken great care to identify 
itself with the positive aspects of Brazilian culture. Havaianas has 
used creative marketing strategies to achieve its popularity, and it 
now positions its flip-flops as a premium brand.

Flops and flips
Havaianas dominated the large domestic market in Brazil 
throughout the 1980s but the company began to see its sales fall 
in the 1990s. The decrease coincided with (and was most likely 
caused by) an upturn in the Brazilian economy, which meant that 
ordinary citizens suddenly had more money to spend. Flip-flops 
were not the footwear of high-income earners.

By the turn of the century Havaianas had managed to reverse 
the downward trend and was on the cusp of becoming a global 
brand. What had changed? Since 1993 the company had been 
rebranding itself as a premium brand. It used every aspect of the 
marketing mix to achieve this:

 ■ Product: in 2001 Havaianas began to be sold in boxes similar 
to those of shoes.

 ■ Promotion: since 2003, a free pair has been included in every 
Oscar nominee’s gift bag.

 ■ Promotion/product: in 2004 Havaianas created an 18-karat 
gold sandal encrusted with diamonds, in partnership with 
jeweller H. Stern.

 case study

Havaianas flip-flops
 ■ Place: in 2007 and 2008 the company launched the Havaianas 

brand in New York and Paris respectively. Havaianas were initially 
restricted to chains such as Saks Fifth Avenue.

 ■ Price: the brand was positioned at the higher end of the 
market. Prices started from $16 — which was still high enough 
to differentiate Havaianas from the lower-end market — 
and went up to $200 for custom-designed Swarovski crystal-
studded sandals.

Havaianas and Brazil
Havaianas has also played heavily on its Brazilian heritage. 
This is evident on its Twitter account, which claims that 
‘Havaianas embodies Brazil’s fun, vibrant and spontaneous 
way of life’. There are many positive ‘vibes’ that consumers 
around the world associate with Brazil: vibrant colours, 
sensuality, youth, joy, fun and a sense of humour. Havaianas 
uses this identity to its advantage, looking to transfer 
these cultural associations to the product through its 
marketing strategy.

For example, in 1998 the company introduced a line of 
flip-flops bearing a small Brazilian flag to show support 
for the national football team. This logo has stuck with the 
brand ever since.

In addition, Havaianas benefited greatly from a two-decade 
working relationship with Marcello Serpa, a Brazilian-born 
creative marketing genius. Serpa transformed the company’s 
advertising designs and helped it to build an unmissable brand, 
with an energetic and colourful personality synonymous with 

George Vlachonikolis presents a case study featuring the 
marketing mix and external stakeholder influence on strategy
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company’s main objective for the coming years is to expand the 
brand into new markets:

‘ We have to increase our presence overseas, that’s where the 
game is…[the] company’s goal is to raise the international share 
of Havaianas revenues from the current 25 to 40 percent over 
the next four years.

 ’The pursuit of rapid growth and profitability will have 
to be carried out with care. Strategic aims like these usually 
involve  price-reduction tactics and cost-cutting measures, 
each of which could potentially conflict with Havaianas’ 
premium brand image.  

In terms of strategy, it would surprising if Havaianas didn’t 
spend some time and effort trying to repair the damage to 
its reputation for corporate social responsibility (CSR). 
Many Brazilians have boycotted other products from the J&F 
group, and they may begin to see the Havaianas brand as 
inextricably  linked  to a corrupt regime. Therefore, Havaianas 
may try to convey a message of social responsibility through its 
marketing in the coming months and years.

To some extent, Havaianas has always been mindful of its 
CSR role, particularly in the form of sustainable manufacturing. 
It has launched ecological product lines, taken care to reduce 
electricity and water consumption, and recycled the rubber and 
PVC residue used in the production process. But it may take more 
than this for Havaianas to disassociate itself from such a high-
profile political scandal.

These decisions will be influenced by the various stakeholders. 
On the one hand, the new owners will be pushing for high 
returns, while consumers (and maybe even the Brazilian 
government) may be looking to the company for a more formal 
disassociation from its former owners and a strong commitment 
to ethical practices in the future.

What is clear is that Havaianas has hit upon an unlikely 
winning formula (‘premium flip-flops’ sounds almost like an 
oxymoron) and it will be keen not to lose its strong brand image, 
irrespective of any tough decisions that may need to be made.

Brazilian culture. His success (and that of the company at large) is 
such that Business Today proclaimed that:

‘ Havaianas has done with flip-flops what brands such as Harley-
Davidson and Levi’s have done with American culture.

 ’New owners
In May 2017 a high-level political scandal erupted in Brazil, which 
had major ramifications for Havaianas. One of the company’s 
largest equity holders was J&F Investimentos, a Brazilian-based 
private investment company that manages the fortune of the 
billionaire Batista family.

After allegations of political bribery that went right to the top 
of Brazilian politics, the J&F group was hit with a record fine of 
more than $3 billion. As a result, it quickly sought to sell off its 
equity in Havaianas in order to liquidate its assets to pay off some 
of those debts. The stake in Havaianas was sold for 3.5 billion 
Brazilian reais (£850 million) to a consortium of Brazilian banks.

When new owners come in there is always likely to be a change 
in business strategy. While they are not involved in the day-to-
day management of affairs, owners are the key stakeholders to 
whom management is ultimately accountable. In this situation, 
where banks have taken a controlling stake in a company, it is 
highly likely that they are only interested in the bottom line: 
profit. Banks rarely invest money unless they are confident of a 
high rate of return.

In fact, they may well choose to securitise their debt (a form 
of debt factoring) — that is to say, they will sell on the future 
earnings of the company to other investors in order to rebalance 
their own cash assets. This will intensify the need for the business 
to increase its profitability in the short term. 

What next?
With this in mind, it was unsurprising to hear CEO Marcio Utsch 
announcing, in his first speech under new ownership, that the 

George Vlachonikolis is a business teacher at d’Overbroeck’s 
College, Oxford.
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Havaianas store in Times Square, New York
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In 2016 the global market for chocolate 
was just over $100 billion. Americans 
ate more than $20 billion of this on 

their own, though the Swiss were the 
hungriest, consuming 8.8 kilograms per 
person. The global story for chocolate has 
been the same for the past 5 years:

 ■ slightly falling consumption in the 
West, in response to health concerns

 ■ rising consumption in developing 
countries, especially in Asia. India and 
Indonesia have been the rising stars, with 

Ian Marcousé examines the tension between ethics  
and social responsibility in the chocolate industry

management and leadership

Chocolate, 
ethics and social 
responsibility

Box 1 Local vs global

Indonesia is the world’s fourth most populous country, with over 260 million people. Its 
chocolate market is worth over $1 billion a year and is growing rapidly. All four of the 
multinational chocolate giants have worked hard to break into this market. But whereas Nestlé, 
Mondelēz, Ferrero and Mars together hold a 60% share in neighbouring Malaysia, in Indonesia 
they have just 10% between them.

Local giant Delfi holds a 52.7% share of the Indonesian chocolate market. Children in Indonesia 
have grown up with Delfi’s SilverQueen chocolate, which has a different taste from Western 
brands (it uses more cocoa powder and less cocoa butter). On its own, Indonesia is proof that 
globalisation isn’t a simple process — the big four multinationals would love it if it were.

20 Business Review  April 2018
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child-labour monitoring in 2017. Mondelēz 
recently switched away from Fairtrade in 
favour of its own ‘Cocoa Life’ programme, 
but only 21% of its cocoa beans meet 
the Cocoa Life standard and there is no 
timescale for achieving 100% fulfilment. 
When it dropped its commitment to 
Fairtrade in late 2016, Cadbury (as part 
of Mondelēz) received some stinging 
criticism in the UK press. Buying Fairtrade 
supplies meant cocoa farmers were 
guaranteed a minimum price of £1,600 
per tonne or the market price, whichever 
was higher. This gave farmers a guaranteed 
minimum income, allowing them to plan 
investments for the future (Figure 1).

Ethics downstream
There are important ethical issues in 
every aspect of the marketing of chocolate 
products. In the West the focus tends 
to be on marketing to children. In the 
past this was done blatantly, such as 
Nestlé’s launch of a Willy Wonka range 
of chocolate confectionery as recently as 
2013 (it flopped and has been withdrawn). 
Today chocolate producers are being more 
careful. They fear going the same way as 
sugary soft drinks — with a 20% tax.

The chocolate producers’ main way of 
fighting the threat of a 20% tax has been 
to work hard at reformulating the product. 
The producers drew up a voluntary 
agreement with the government that said 
all single chocolate bars should have a 
maximum of 250 calories. This has been 
achieved by slimming the sizes of the bars 
(a Mars bar was once 68 grams but is now 
just 51 grams) and by using new recipes to 
try to cut the calories.

market sizes rising beyond $1 billion and 
growth rates of around 10% a year

In the UK the market has been quite 
flat in value terms over the past 5 years, 
at around £3.6 billion ($4.75 billion). 
Broadly speaking, we have 0.9% of the 
world’s population but eat 4.7% of the 
world’s chocolate, so we eat five times the 
average consumption level. Within that flat 
performance by value, UK volume sales fell 
by 2.4% in 2014, 3% in 2015 and 2.3% in 
2016. We are eating a little less chocolate.

In response to market saturation in the 
West, the major chocolate multinationals 
have been working hard to build their 
business elsewhere. The global chocolate 
market is dominated by a ‘big four’:

 ■ Mondelēz (the US business 
that owns Cadbury)

 ■ Mars (USA)
 ■ Nestlé (Switzerland)
 ■ Ferrero (Italy)

These four own 19 of the UK’s 20 
top-selling chocolate brands. The only 
exception is Lindor, produced by another 
Swiss chocolate giant, Lindt. Globally, the 
big four hold a 54% share of the market. 
This would be significantly higher if 
it were not for Hershey’s dominance of 
the US market. 

Ethics upstream
In 2013 the International Labour 
Organization (a branch of the United 
Nations) published an estimate that 
1.42 million children were working in 
cocoa production in the Ivory Coast — 
one of the world’s main producers of raw 
cocoa beans. Furthermore, 37.8% of the 
children were employed in hazardous 
working conditions. This led to questions 
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as to whether the major manufacturers 
could guarantee that no child labour 
was involved in the cocoa beans they 
purchased. They could not, and since then 
the big four have tried hard to protect 
themselves from potential bad publicity.

In June 2017 a report by pressure 
group Stop the Traffik stated that Nestlé 
had done the most to tackle the ethical 
problems associated with purchasing 
commodities from low-income producing 
countries. It praised the ‘Nestle 
Cocoa Plan’, launched in 2009, for its 
transparency, its clear targets and its 
actions in building schools, increasing 
farmer yields and developing alternative 
income-generating sources for families. 
Nestlé is a partner with Fairtrade in the 
Ivory Coast and has a clear commitment to 
100%-certified cocoa by 2020.

The report was less complimentary 
about Mondelēz, which has targets without 
timescales and only introduced a system of 

Fairtrade provides cocoa farmers 
with a guaranteed minimum price
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This has ticked the government’s box, 
but at the same time the companies have 
launched wave after wave of ‘sharing bags’ 
and ‘Duo’ double-sized packs. It is hard to 
think that the government has come out a 
winner in this dialogue.

The other area for ethical consideration 
is the marketing of chocolate bars in 
the developing world. In January 2017 
Cadbury launch Dairy Milk Silk with 
Oreo into the Indian market. It looks 
like it’s targeted at children, with its 
white (‘Kinder’) soft filling. If so it might 
be regarded as an attempt at targeting a 
younger market segment — perhaps under 
12s. This is an age group seen in India (and 
the UK) as being especially vulnerable to 
obesity and type-2 diabetes. 

Marketing ethics
Ultimately, the directors of a chocolate 
business have got to think about their 
shareholders and staff as well as customers 
and suppliers. Mars employs 80,000 
people and Nestlé employs 335,000. They 
may be making products that provide more 
calories than wealthy Westerners need, but 
adults who eat chocolate in moderation 
can gain pleasure while keeping a good 
figure. It can be argued that it is down to 
customers to decide whether to stop at one 
pack of Maltesers or go for a second. 

But marketing directly to children is rather 
different. Young kids being told that eating 
chocolate is fun cannot be expected to weigh 
up the chances of getting type-2 diabetes. 
It is the moral responsibility of adults to 

do the weighing up. Kinder Surprise Eggs 
were banned in the USA until January 2018, 
but this was because the toys inside them 
were considered choke hazards, not because 
they were targeted at children. Ferrero sells 
3.5 billion Kinder Eggs a year, which is quite 
a strong commercial counterweight to any 
ethical issues.

Some might say the parents are responsible 
(and they will always have at least some 
responsibility) but if company executives 
have dreamt up a product targeting children, 
they are surely more to blame.

Ian Marcousé teaches at Central 
Foundation School for Boys and at the 
Institute of Education, University of 
London.

The directors of chocolate companies have 
to think about their shareholders and staff 
as well as customers and suppliers
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The name ‘Vodafone’ is a portmanteau of the words ‘voice’, 
‘data’ and ‘phone’. This shows incredible vision, as the firm 
is over 30 years old, and few predicted the importance 

of ‘data’ in future communication markets. In the early stages 
of mobiles, it was all about voice calls, and when looking at a 
contract, the enticing factor was how many minutes you would 
receive on your plan. Today, unlimited calls and texts come as 
standard — the key issue is how much data you will be given. 

In an increasingly competitive global market, the challenges 
facing the UK-based company are significant. It is difficult to 
remain at the forefront of any industry, let alone a fast-paced 
technological one.

Moving abroad?
Vodafone enjoyed first-mover advantage in the domestic market, 
but had the foresight to expand into international markets from 
an early stage. While it was a market leader in the UK in the 
1990s, the company realised that the global stage was the key to 
its future and continued success. Fast forward to today and the 
company now has less than 5% of its profits coming from the 
UK. Well before the spectre of Brexit, it had decided to report 

 case study

Vodafone Phil Waterhouse examines the phone 
giant’s issues and investments

its financial results in euros. From a small business start-up in 
Newbury, Berkshire to the heights of the FTSE 100, the signs are 
that the company is now looking to depart the UK entirely and 
further exploit the significant opportunities elsewhere.

The reasons for this change in focus are partly Brexit-related, 
but also to do with the company itself. Potential for sales growth 
within Europe is far lower than elsewhere in the world. The firm 
has maintained steady sales domestically, but the African, middle 
east and Asia–Pacific regions have seen growth of nearly 7% per 
quarter. Vodafone is currently the world’s second biggest mobile 
operator, behind China Mobile.

Indian ups and downs
While it made a £5.2 billion trading loss last year, the value of 
Vodafone sales actually increased by nearly 4%. This does not 
make sense at first glance, but investors are pleased that the 
business has finally come up with a strategy to try and combat its 
falling market share within the potentially huge Indian market.

Vodafone was one of the first companies that recognised the 
opportunities that came from a market with over 1.2 billion 
customers and significant GDP growth rates, offering the potential 
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Phil Waterhouse examines the phone 
giant’s issues and investments

for highly profitable returns. The company moved into the Indian 
market in 2007 and started to gain a foothold. However, while 
Vodafone fully expected challenges from competitors, what it 
could not foresee was the arrival of India’s richest man, Mukesh 
Ambani, who bankrolled his telecommunications business to the 
tune of £20 billion to launch Reliance Jio Infocomm, a 4G mobile 
service, as part of his Reliance Industries conglomerate. The new 
company offered unlimited calls and cheap data deals, which 
created a fantastic deal for Indian customers but was bad news for 
the incumbent firms.

Vodafone and its other competitors became involved in a price 
war, where prices were slashed and profits were significantly 
damaged. It seemed for a while that Vodafone would have to 
admit defeat and retreat from the market. However, last year 
the company entered a joint-venture deal with rival firm Idea to 
try and fight back. The fact that the Indian sector of Vodafone 
accounts for 10% of overall revenues and profits makes it vital 
that Vodafone re-establishes its market share and position within 
the market. The new deal should hopefully secure access to over 
400 million customers and maintain a 35% share of the overall 
market. Given that the UK population is only 65 million, the 
importance of India to the overall success of the firm is obvious.

The deal also offers both firms cost savings through synergy. 
They can combine their back-office operations, share advertising 
costs and reduce their overall overheads by up to £10 billion. For 
these reasons, investors are pleased that these actions will provide 
future security for the firm, and they are the main reason why the 
share price has risen.

Operational issues
Much of the confidence in the business comes from its leader, 
Italian Vittorio Colao. He has held the post of chief executive 
officer (CEO) for 10 years, having risen through the ranks 
within Vodafone in Italy and headed up its southern European 
operations. He has attracted some negative press in terms of his 
salary, which has gone up 15% to over £6 million a year, despite 
the company making a loss and being fined £4.6 million for 
failing to adequately handle customer complaints and providing 
poor service to pay-as-you-go customers.

Telecoms regulator Ofcom found that 10,452 pay-as-you-go 
customers in the UK lost out when Vodafone failed to credit their 
accounts after they paid to top up their mobile phone credit. The 
company is the most complained-about mobile operator in the 
UK and, compared to its competitors, regularly has some of the 
lowest ratings in terms of customer service.

All of this evidence would suggest that the CEO should be 
under serious pressure, and yet the opposite is true. This is a 
classic case of stakeholder mapping, and which stakeholder group 
has the most power and influence. While you would expect it 
to be the customers that drive the business, and this is certainly 
important, the real power — particularly in the case of Vodafone 
— would appear to be with the institutional investors and 
shareholders in the business.

Phil Waterhouse is joint editor of BUSINESS REVIEW and head of 
business and economics at Bedford School.

Vodafone boss Vittorio Colao 
aims to improve the company’s 
customer service

Markets and mergers

It appears to be that for all its current operational issues, the 
decisions that Colao is making are generating confidence in the 
future direction of the company. In addition to the Indian joint 
venture, Vodafone recently announced a major upgrade to the 
UK market to provide superfast broadband to over 5 million 
customers within city areas, at a much lower cost than rival 
Openreach. This has met with positive reviews. Vodafone is 
arguably now targeting the high usage of major businesses as a 
more profitable area for its business, rather than focusing on the 
increasingly competitive consumer market segment.

At the same time, Colao has vowed to increase the number of 
customer service agents handling calls, and improve their training 
so that they can keep existing customers satisfied. There is also a 
proposed joint venture into the world of combined broadband 
and pay-TV packages, which Vodafone is currently unable to 
offer. The proposed merger with Liberty Global (the owners of 
Virgin Media) would also allow Vodafone to move into both 
mobile and fixed-line networks across Europe, and seems like a 
sensible strategic move — even if it would mean that it would 
be in direct competition with larger rivals BT, Deutsche Telecom 
and Telefónica. 

If you take out the results from the Indian operations, the 
underlying financial health of the company is not that bad in 
the eyes of investors, and an increase in the dividends it intends 
to pay out over the next year has certainly appeased investors for 
now. What will be particularly interesting to see is if Vodafone 
can implement its strategies successfully. On paper the strategies 
look sensible but, as with any strategy, they fail to account for the 
reactions of competitors and the external environment.

What is clear is that the intense rivalry of the 
telecommunications market, with a small number of large firms 
each jostling for position to maintain market share, is likely to 
intensify over the coming months. This is ultimately good news 
for consumers, who benefit from lower prices and better deals to 
secure loyalty to a particular brand. It is clear that Vodafone has 
had a troubled few years — what is less clear is if it has the right 
strategy to halt the decline.

Get a lesson plan to help you use this case study in class at  
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/businessreviewextras
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The new Silk Road
Robert Nutter assesses the opportunities presented  
by China’s One Belt One Road project

external environment

F rom the second century BC, during the  Han dynasty of 
China, to the fourteenth century AD, a major east–west 
trade route network was created called the Silk Road. 

It was an early example of globalisation because it aided the 
exchange of cultures, goods and ideas. Like the internet centuries 
later, it made the world a smaller place. It began in Chang’an 
(now Xi’an) in China and ended in the Mediterranean. Silk was 
the major trade product which travelled on this route, but many 
other products such as tea, ceramics and metal were also traded. 
The Silk Road was not a single road, but the name given to a 
series of roads and sea routes linking east to west.

After the discoveries of America and Australia in the late 
fifteenth and early seventeenth centuries, intercontinental 
overland trade routes went into decline. The increased speed 
and better navigation of sea transportation, with its ability to 
carry more goods relatively cheaply, resulted in the decline of 
the land-based Silk Road at the end of the fifteenth century, but 
the final blow to the Silk Road trade was the attitude of the later 
Chinese dynasties. The isolationist policies of the Ming dynasty 
did not encourage trade between China and the West. This 
continued until the Qing dynasty, which lasted until 1912. Two 
world wars and the Communist revolution in 1949 did nothing 
to help the fading importance of the Silk Road.

However, China’s ‘Open Door Policy’, which referred to an 
initiative announced by leader Deng Xiaoping in  December 

1978 to open the door to foreign businesses that wanted to set up 
in China, marked the beginning of China playing a much bigger 
role in the global economy. Forty years later a new Silk Road is 
back on the economic agenda.

One Belt One Road
China’s One Belt One Road (OBOR) project was launched in 
2013 by President Xi Jinping to connect 65 countries with a 
combined population of 4.5 billion. It is designed to boost long-
term economic growth in China’s rural inland communities, 
thereby reducing regional disparity and addressing the chronic 
industrial overcapacity in steel, cement and construction. OBOR 
is also a sign to the rest of the world that China is now an 
economic and political global superpower.

The ‘belt’ comprises the physical overland routes — a network 
of railways and highways — based on the ancient Silk Road from 
China to western Europe. The ‘road’ or maritime route is a series 
of shipping routes linking southeast Asia, the middle east and 
Africa. Roads, railways, buildings, business parks, port facilities 
and energy hubs are expected to line the two routes.

OBOR is the largest single foreign direct investment (FDI) 
programme ever conceived. At $900 billion  it dwarfs the 1946 
postwar Marshall Plan ($130 billion at today’s prices). The 
countries directly affected by OBOR comprise 55% of world 
gross national product (GNP), 70% of the world’s population and 
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75% of known energy reserves. The initiative is funded with $100 
billion from the Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) and 
$40 billion from China’s Silk Road Fund.

This enormous and costly project will take 30–40 years to 
complete and is ambitious to say the least. Unlike the old Silk 
Road, which was driven by private traders from many countries, 
the OBOR initiative is state-driven by the Chinese government. 
Countries on the OBOR routes will enjoy the benefits of new 
infrastructure, which will aid their own trade and economic 
growth. However, will the scheme ultimately backfire on China if 
it becomes unpopular because of excessive economic and political 
influence in these countries — many of which are least developed 
countries (LDCs) or emerging economies?

Impact of OBOR
The impact of this huge infrastructure project on business 
both in the UK and in those countries on the routes will be 
substantial, although it will be some time before the whole 
network is completed.

A significant railway link has already been developed 
connecting Turkey and Azerbaijan — a key stage on the trade 
route between Europe and Asia. The 525-mile Baku–Tbilisi–Kars 
railway will halve the time it takes to move goods from China to 
Turkey. This line is a key part of OBOR, having a freight capacity 
of 6.5 million tonnes a year, which will rise to 17 million tonnes 
by 2034. It will mean that Chinese goods will be able to reach 
Turkey in 15 days compared to 30 days by sea. The railway has 
been described as the missing link between the European and 
Asian transport corridors.

In January 2017 the first direct rail freight service from China 
to the UK completed an 18-day trip and arrived in the UK. The 
train left the city of Yiwu, on China’s east coast, and travelled 

12,000 km, crossing seven countries before arriving at a freight 
depot in Barking. The train delivered 34 containers of clothes 
and high street goods, and London is the 15th European city 
to find its way on to the ever-expanding list of destinations for 
China’s rail cargo. In 2016, 1,702 freight trains made the voyage 
to Europe, more than double the 2015 figure. 

Rail and sea connectivity between China and Europe will be 
strengthened, making the export and import of goods easier and 
possibly cheaper for businesses. Egypt has now opened a major 
expansion of the Suez Canal, which has deepened the main 
waterway and provides ships with a 35 km additional channel 
parallel to it. However, although the potential gains are clear, 
the overland (rail) Silk Road’s long-term success depends on 
overcoming different track systems across the countries in Asia, 
political instability, security issues and different regulations. The 
success of the rail route is important because rail is seen as 
preferable for the transportation of some goods, as it is cheaper 
than air freight and quicker than sea.

Certainly OBOR will increase connectivity and facilitate the 
growth of global trade. It will be easier and possibly cheaper to 
move goods from east to west, but the growth of world trade 
depends on the state of the global economy, and the removal or 
reduction of tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade. In the latter 
case this applies particularly to regulations, i.e. technical and 
safety standards, which are different in different countries.

UK perspective 
What opportunities and threats does OBOR present to the UK 
and UK businesses? The UK is at the western edge of this east–
west infrastructure project. Will this mean that a UK port or 
railway hub will act as a terminus for the sea and rail routes? It 
is most likely that Rotterdam in the Netherlands or Hamburg  

Rail freight is faster than sea travel and 
cheaper than transporting by air
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in Germany will be the main port at the end of the maritime 
route, and Duisburg (Germany) the rail hub. Hamburg is seen in 
China as one of the main hubs for this new Silk Road, as it is the 
leading European seaport for China’s foreign trade. Almost one 
container in three of those handled in the Port of Hamburg is 
bound for China or arriving from there by sea. The UK’s probable 
exit from the European Union’s single market and customs union 
strengthens the possibility that the Silk Road may reach the UK 
only indirectly.

UK services
The new Silk Road will increase connectivity with China and the 
far east, and after Brexit a focus on increased trade with this part 
of the world is likely to be a UK priority. However, UK exporters 
have much to do in this area — the UK exports more per annum 
to Ireland than it does to China, India and Brazil combined. The 
new Silk Road will also make it easier for China to sell goods to 
the UK. An improvement in the negative trade balance with China 
is only likely to occur when the competitiveness of UK business 
improves — particularly non-price competitiveness, e.g. design, 
quality, reliability. The UK does have some excellent companies 
(GSK, BP, BAe Systems, Dyson, JCB) but there are not enough of 
them, and the UK’s advantage globally lies in services such as law, 
insurance, banking and project management. Fortunately, the 
UK’s expertise in these areas may be valuable in the construction 
of the new Silk Road.

Sun Yu, general  manager  of the Bank of China’s London 
branch, has said that the UK’s financial sector could be a ‘solution 
provider’ for the $900 billion project designed to bolster economic 
growth across Asia and the wider world:

‘ China wants to embrace globalisation. The belt and road 
initiative is a great opportunity, while risk management is also 
critical… . Commercial banks can provide the right price for the 
risk. London is a financial centre for many countries along the 
belt and road. London could be a kind of solution provider for 
the belt and road initiative, because London has the expertise 
to devise a solution for the risks.

 The Bank of China has been operating in the UK for 88 years 
and London remains an important international base for 
the lender. It has the language, the legal system, the talent 
pool and the time zone on its side. London is also the most 
internationalised financial centre, with foreign banks accounting 
for over 50% of total banking assets… . There are more dollars 
traded in London than in New York, and more euros traded 
than in Frankfurt. London is the starting point for almost all 
foreign banks looking to internationalise.

 ’OBOR passes through many countries where Chinese 
companies, state-owned enterprises and government officials 
need help. Stuart Gulliver, group chief executive at HSBC, said:

‘ British firms have decades of experience delivering international 
infrastructure projects and financing structures. The OBOR is 
creating opportunities throughout the supply chain, from the 
largest construction firms to small specialist providers.

 ’UK business has much to offer in many of the countries 
where China is investing, from Pakistan to Kenya, Bangladesh 
to Malaysia, with strengths in engineering, professional services, 
consulting and law. The fact that the above are Commonwealth 
countries with historical, language and cultural ties to the UK 
may be invaluable for the development of OBOR. In short, 
Britain has businesses with the expertise to ensure that OBOR is 
successfully completed.

UK USPs
Arguably UK business has the advantage of three unique selling 
points (USPs) with regard to OBOR, developed over many 
centuries of trade and empire:

 ■ the English language
 ■ the common law system
 ■ British education

In his book English as a Global Language, David Crystal asserts 
that there are 50 countries where at least one-third of the 
population speaks English, and 20 of these are on OBOR routes.

Due to the British empire’s former global influence, English 
common law is the basis of international maritime and public 
law, and has created the standard for corporate governance. The 
public school system (independent schools) and the reputation 
of universities such as Oxford and Cambridge have attracted 
thousands of Chinese students to the UK and incentivised UK 
schools to set up satellite institutions in China itself.

An optimistic view for the UK was expressed by Rupert 
Gather on FDIIntelligence.com, hinting at first-mover 
advantage for the UK:

‘ Investment needs a financial infrastructure, and by being the 
first major European country to join the Asian Infrastructure 
Investment Bank, the UK has put itself at the centre of 
the delivery system. Furthermore, most banks in the West 
now use London as their renminbi centre and it is the 
biggest renminbi trading hub outside of China. This will help 

28
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Les Mills  
International

 triumphs

The equipment that you will find in any gym is pretty 
much standard. However, the business of gyms has become 
increasingly lucrative for entrepreneurs and perhaps one of 

the best examples of this is a person who you have probably only 
heard of if you have attended certain classes.

Les Mills, a former New Zealand Olympic weightlifter, is the 
man behind Bodypump and Bodycombat classes. These classes 
are offered in over 16,000 gyms in 80 countries, with 6 million 
regular participants. The success of the company has come from 
successfully licensing the franchise model on a global scale — for 
gyms to offer these classes, instructors must pay to take a course 
and to be approved by Les Mills International. The company 
now has over 100,000 instructors worldwide. The support and 
training of these individuals is outsourced to a company more 
specialised in providing call centre and online support than Les 
Mills International itself.

Musical USP
One of the firm’s unique selling points is the use of music, and 
the firm aims to license original music from popular artists to be 
used in the classes. This links into the firm’s use of social media 
— discussions about the classes and the music that is played has 
led to the company increasing its number of Facebook followers 
from 18,000 4 years ago to 850,000 today. 

The company is now valued at over $100 million, and while 
other entrants into the market such as Crossfit gyms are attempting 
to gain market share, Les Mills International is determined to 
grow further, with an aim to be in 25,000 gyms by 2020.

Answers to  
‘Brainteasers’ (p. 11) and 
‘Making connections’ (p. 15)
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Robert Nutter is a principal examiner and head of economics at 
Watford Grammar School for Boys.

ensure that London is the world’s preeminent financial centre 
post-Brexit.

 The new physical infrastructure of OBOR, the roads, railways, 
ports, airports, pipelines and energy installations will be funded 
by Chinese FDI, structured and managed via London-based 
financial institutions. The greater prize will be the UK’s role in 
the creation of the virtual infrastructure that will need to be 
developed in parallel. With a project of this size there are huge 
opportunities for British architects, civil engineers, engineering 
consultants, graphic designers, advertising agents, accountants 
and the many other service professions.

 Thousands of deals necessary for OBOR can be negotiated 
in the English language, contracted under common law by 
UK legal firms, and led by international experts who are 
beneficiaries of British learning. Nearly £1000  billion of FDI 
waits to be harnessed and a global vision realised. 

 ’Without doubt this huge project provides the UK service sector 
with huge opportunities. Services contribute to 75% of UK GDP 
and within the next 10 years could account for half of Britain’s 
exports. The strength of services gives businesses in this sector a 
chance to help smooth the path of OBOR. The actual construction 
of the infrastructure may well be the easier part — the financial, 
legal, logistical and organisational aspects could be much more 
challenging. The UK needs to shape a post-Brexit future and 
being a lead player in the success of One Belt One Road may be a 
key part of that.
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There is growing interest in the 
concept of the circular economy 
within Europe. In 2015 the 

European Commission argued that:

‘ the transition to a more circular 
economy, where the value of products, 
materials and resources is maintained 
in the economy for as long as possible, 
and the generation of waste is 
minimised, is an essential contribution 
to the European Union’s efforts to 
develop a sustainable, low-carbon, 
resource-efficient and competitive 
economy.

 ’In ‘Europe’s Circular-Economy 
Opportunity’, McKinsey and Company 

(2015) argued that a circular economy 
‘would allow Europe to grow resource 
productivity by up to 3% annually’ and 
that it could generate a net economic 
benefit of €1.8 trillion by 2030. Two mini 
case studies, the first focused on corporate 
strategy and the second on operational 
activities, explore how some of Europe’s 
leading companies within the forest, paper 
and packaging, and waste management 
industries report on their increasing 
commitment to the circular economy. 

The concept of the circular 
economy
The concept of the circular economy 
embraces all stages of the product life 

cycle. It looks to reduce the demand for 
raw material inputs and natural resources 
and to recover, recycle and reuse these 
inputs and resources within the production 
process. The circular economy is restorative 
and regenerative and can be contrasted 
with the traditional ‘linear economy’, 
which turns raw materials into waste 
in the production process. This leads to 
environmental pollution and the removal 
of natural capital from the environment. 
As such the circular economy looks to 
decouple natural resource consumption 
from economic growth. 

The circular economy demands greater 
efficiency in production processes. 
The focus is on looking to reduce the 

The circular 
economy

external environment

Peter Jones and Daphne Comfort show how European companies are embracing the 
concept of the circular economy, where resources are kept in use for as long as possible
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environmental and social impact of 
production. This can be achieved by more 
sustainable sourcing and the promotion of 
innovative industrial processes. 

A number of factors can be identified in 
explaining the pressure for the transition 
to a more circular economy. These factors 
include the continuing depletion of scarce 
natural resources, and the supply problems 
and price increases associated with climate 
change. The introduction of legislation 
designed to reduce environmental 
problems is also an important driver 
towards a circular economy.

Paper and packaging 
The European pulp, paper and packaging 
industry employs around 647,500 workers 
in 21,000 companies, generating an 
annual turnover of around €180 billion. 
The industry is energy and raw-material 
intensive but a number of its leading 
players have stressed their corporate 
commitment to the concept of the circular 
economy. They wish to adopt a business 
model that minimises waste and uses 
renewable resources in a sustainable way.

Smurfit Kappa, Europe’s largest 
corrugated packaging manufacturer, 
titled its 2016 sustainability report 
‘Sustainability that is Innovative, Inclusive 
and Circular’, reporting that:

‘ for many years we have focused on 
designing our operations around 
a circular economy model — a truly 
closed loop system in which the 
productivity of the resources we use 
is maximised, and waste, including 
carbon dioxide emissions, is minimised.

 ’The company also emphasised its belief 
that a circular business model will give 
it competitive advantages that will be 
essential for its future success.

UPM-Kymmene, a Finnish company 
that manufactures paper, pulp and 
labels, claimed ‘the future is circular’. 
For this company a circular economy 
‘means reusing materials and products 
several times and creating added value 
through smart solutions’. In illustrating 
its focus on the circular economy, the 
company outlined:

 ■ the efficient recycling of waste at some 
of its paper mills

 ■ reducing nutrient discharge 
into the Baltic Sea

 ■ using ash generated in the production 
process for landscaping and road-
building projects

 ■ using organic residues for 
energy generation. 

Stora Enso, also based in Finland, 
manufactures a wide range of renewable 
consumer packaging materials that it 
claims help to maintain resource efficiency 
and achieve a circular economy.

European waste management 
Many leading waste management 
companies have changed the emphasis of 
their business strategy away from disposal 
to focus more on recycling and energy 
recovery. Veolia, for example, draws 
methane from a number of its landfill 
sites in the UK, converts it to energy and 
sends it to the National Grid. This helps 
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 
Also in the UK, FCC Environment has 
undertaken a variety of restoration 
schemes on former landfill sites, with a 
range of end uses including woodland 
for nature conservation, commercial 
energy crop production, grazing land, 

wetland restoration and parkland for 
public recreation.

At the same time, the new generation 
of incineration plants also produce 
electricity and heating for buildings. 
Suez Environment’s incineration plant at 
Roosendaal in the Netherlands treats the 
waste from almost 2 million households 
and produces the equivalent of the 
electricity supply for 70,000 households. 
Indaver’s incineration plant at Doel in 
Belgium can handle 400,000 tonnes of 
waste annually to produce nearly 1 million 
megawatt hours of electricity, and 74% of 
the ash residue is suitable for reuse. FCC’s 
‘Waste to Energy’ facility at Zistersdorf in 
Austria receives 600 tonnes of municipal 
and industrial waste each day, and, 
via controlled incineration, converts 
it to electricity which can supply up to 
30,000 households. 

The aerobic decomposition of 
biodegradable organic matter is also 
part of the waste-recycling process. At 
Indaver’s biopower plant at Alphen in 
the Netherlands, for example, vegetable, 
garden and fruit waste is digested and 

The European pulp, paper and packaging 
industry employs around 647,500 workers
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composted to produce a range of products 
including biomass for energy generation 
and ‘green’ gas that can replace natural 
fossil fuels. There are some hazardous 
wastes that cannot be reused or recycled. 
These are destroyed in high-temperature 
rotary kilns, and flue-gas filtering and 
washing is undertaken to ensure clean 
gaseous emissions.

Discussion
While the ideas underpinning the 
concept of the circular economy might 
seem straightforward, in reality its 
implementation faces a daunting range 
of challenges. Many products are hard 
to break down or recycle. The transition 
towards a circular economy will require 
greater focus on designing products 
to enable recovery of constituent, 
and potentially still useful, materials 

from these products when their initial 
lifespan is over. 

The transition to a circular business 
model will bring challenges for 
companies. On the one hand the 
circular economy will demand greater 
collaboration between companies in 
integrating the whole of the product 
life cycle, from raw material extraction 
to waste management. On the other 
hand there are challenges in developing 
indicators or measures that might help 
to monitor how a product or a company 
is progressing towards the circular 
economy. At the same time, corporate 
finance departments will need to 
develop tools to measure the financial 
costs and benefits of pursuing circular 
business models.

The development of a circular economy 
may require major changes in consumer 

behaviour and consumption patterns. 
There may be a need for a larger service 
economy with a greater accent on 
consumers leasing products such as self-
drive electric cars. The circular economy 
seems likely to challenge the social value 
that consumers ascribe to the ownership of 
products and services. At its most extreme, 
this might be seen to be reflected in the 
view that ‘we are what we buy’ and as such 
may make it difficult for many consumers 
to buy into second-hand or reusable 
patterns of consumption. 

Conclusion
The concept behind the circular economy 
appears to be gaining momentum but 
it remains to be seen whether it can 
become a workable and realistic business 
model. A comprehensive approach to the 
development of a truly circular economy 
will need to include the whole of the 
consumer product life cycle, embracing 
product design, production processes and 
marketing as well as waste management.

Peter Jones and Daphne Comfort work 
in the Business School at the University 
of Gloucestershire.

‘A Blueprint for the EU Forest Based Industries’: www.tinyurl.com/y8rn9rx9

‘Europe’s Circular-Economy Opportunity’: www.tinyurl.com/zauzd73

Smurfit Kappa sustainable development report: www.tinyurl.com/yd7wqf73

UPM-Kymmene publication on the circular economy: www.tinyurl.com/y8qrx9kd

Further reading 

The concept of the circular economy looks 
to reduce the demand for raw materials
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 disasters

T oys R Us is struggling to survive in the UK. In 2018 it will 
close at least a third of its UK stores, resulting in 800–
1,000 job losses. The closures will focus on its bigger, 

warehouse-type stores — the very ones that marked the original 
Toys R Us out as different from the traditional toy shop. It’s a 
classic business disaster based on technological change.

What went wrong?
In 2016/17 the UK market for toys and games rose by 6.3% to a 
best-ever £3.5 billion. Yet sales at Toys R Us UK fell by 4%. So its 
market share fell significantly. The explanation was largely due 
to one key fact: in 2016/17 36% of all toy sales in the UK were 
online. And in the online market, Amazon and Argos beat Toys R 
Us on price and therefore sales (Figure 1)

How did Toys R Us let this happen? As recently as January 
2015 the company was boasting of improving profitability and a 
plan to open new stores in the UK. It just failed to see what was 
happening in the market.

When Toys R Us came to the UK in 1985, opening a huge 
warehouse with masses of choice and masses of stock was enough 
to bring customers in. But in an online world, what is the point 
of that journey? The range of stock can be identified online and 
ordered at a lower price than in store. The only reason to go to a 
physical store is if the displays are exciting and interactive enough 
to represent a fun outing. Toys R Us wasn’t offering that. 

Looking back, Toys R Us should have seen that online 
threatened its business model. It would no longer be enough 

simply to stock toys — it would be necessary to create a more 
exciting experience for customers. It would also be essential to 
have a fantastic, easy-to-use e-commerce site that could match 
or beat Amazon and Argos. Toys R Us management reacted too 
slowly to a change in the external conditions it faced, and in 2018 
up to 1,000 staff will pay the price.

Toys R Us

Figure 1 Price of Call of Duty: WWII for Playstation 4 
(January 2018)
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Smartphones
The dominance of Asia
Discussion points
1 Apple generates more revenue from smartphones than any other company. 
How is this compatible with the data in Figure 1?

2 What might the data in Figure 2 and Table 1 suggest to the USA’s number 
one phone-maker, Apple?

Table 1 Smartphone sales by region, July–September 2017

Region

Unit sales 
Jul–Sep 
2017 (000s) % share

Unit sales 
Jul–Sep 
2016 (000s) % share

Greater China 101,525 27.7 114,171 33.3

Emerging Asia–Pacific 78,243 21.4 59,430 17.3

North America 40,438 11 38,122 11.1

Western Europe 35,791 9.8 31,524 9.2

Latin America 32,867 9 33,050 9.6

Others 77,371 21.1 67,057 19.5

Total 366,234 343,353

Source: Gartner

Figure 2 Smartphone sales by region, July–September 2017
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Source: IDC Worldwide

Figure 1 Smartphones: global market share April–June 2017
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